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Not Finished Yet!
Wonser Mongrue

Wow, just think about it.
Barriers.
Barriers that might be more visible than a Glass Ceiling.
Barriers that scream gender-based discrimination to the ears of the determined.
Barriers that infiltrate all elements of hierarchy beyond the systems in American society.
Barriers that insinuate stereotypical perspectives toward one gender.
Women.
Women who are choked by these barriers, with the grip of disadvantage wrapped
around their necks.
Well, how about women holding the grip of disadvantage as an advantage?
The type of advantage needed to envisage a diverse and more realistic future.
Which makes me think. Ginsburg.
Ruth. Bader. Ginsburg.
A woman that operated with powerful words.
American Civil Liberties Union
Lead to Supreme Court Justice Doin’
The best thing in permitting Ruth in.
She spoke more than the truth ‘n
Fought for more than even you can.
By you I mean some men.
Some men fixed with ignorance.
Ignorant filled egos.
The type of ignorance she knew and I know.
The type of ignorance that pushes women to create a more realistic future.
A future that motivates and educates.
A future that teaches women to contemplate and no longer cooperate with stereotypical
standards.
It’s like equality was the identification card and Ruth was the lanyard.
Ruth. Bader. Ginsburg.
Re-establishing the inequitable tools given to her at start.
Being the important ingredient needed in a meal way -too -tart.
It’s like she returned old precepts rolled down in history back to the grocery store and

walked out with sensible propositions in her cart.
Ruth. Bader. Ginsburg.
Wisdom. Courage. Unrelenting.
Assiduous. Complex. Notoriously Notorious.
It’s more than a bet
Under no circumstance are we to fret
There are some issues we will meet but also some issues we met.
Face-to-face with injustice that just doesn't connect.
And it won’t connect.
Rights that many downplay and abuse, play with on everyday use, is something we don't
get.
It’s a long way to go, but that’s simply why us women, are not finished yet!
Think about that
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